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Dr. Vit Skala Launches New Program: Boost Your Study Skills: Learn Deeper 

Learning In One Hour 

Summary: Dr. Vit Skala has launched his yet another learning program to help students with 

academics. The program is entitled as ‘Learn Deeper Learning In One Hour’. With the grand 

success of its previously launched program, Dr. Skala is expected to help more students this 

time. 

February 09, 2015: ‘School Can Be Fun’, a very well established online learning service has 

provided an opportunity to students which can help them learn deeper learning in one hour. 

The website is very well known for its contribution towards helping students with techniques 

that help them to learn better. The founder of the ‘School Can Be Fun’, Dr. Vit Skala is 

helping students worldwide. The program is being launched as a part of his project ‘School 

Can Be Fun’. His previous online course ‘Improve Your Study Skills in Two Hours - Ace 

Exams’, proved to be a great success and if experts of the field are to be believed, the results 

are likely to continue with the new offerings as well. The Program is being conducted by 

creating various animated videos a few of which are available on the YouTube. 

In his brief conversation with media, Dr. Vit Skala said, “Being a father of two children, I 

know how difficult it becomes for kids and parents when studies seem like a tough task. I 

want to reach the students worldwide to help them with better study skills, effective learning 

and deeper learning techniques.” He further added, “I chose the method of teaching through 

animated videos because it caters the fancy of students from all age groups and help them 

understand better.”  



Udemy is not just an online learning platform but a fully fetched learning service which can 

help students to improve study skills and score well in academics and other areas. The e-

learning system provides a very user friendly interface which provides all information about 

the program and procedure to be followed. 

About School Can Be Fun: 

‘School Can Be Fun’ is a project founded by Dr. Vit Skala. With his knowledge, skills and 

experience, he has developed a few learning techniques, through which he is helping students 

with academics worldwide. The details about enrolling for the program are mentioned on the 

following website: 

http://www.schoolcanbefun.org/tutorial-udemy-course-subscription.html 

For Details Contact: 

Contact Person: Vit Skala, Ph.D. 

Contact Number: +420 603 584 550 

Email id: feedback@schoolcanbefun.org 

Website: https://www.udemy.com/boost-study-skills-deeper-learning/?couponCode=PR; 

www.schoolcanbefun.org 
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